INFORMATION ON IMPORT RESTRICTIONS APPLIED BY DEVELOPED COUNTRIES ON PRODUCTS OF EXPORT INTEREST TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Corrigendum

The following changes should be incorporated in the tables in COM.TD/B/W/7, to take account of certain liberalization measures which have been taken since the issue of that document or to correct errors which have been brought to the notice of the secretariat.

Canada (Page 9)

Item 04.03 Butter: change "Pr" to "L" and delete the footnote.

For the other six items shown in the list: add "PFA" in the legal justification column and add a footnote reading "PFA = restrictions are stated to be permitted under the terms of the Protocol of Provisional Application".

Japan (Page 21)

Item ex 29.44: change this tariff item number to "ex 29.44-2", and delete the words "Penicillin (excluding synthetic penicillin)".

The tariff number of the following entry should be amended to read 30.03-1, ex-(1), ex-(2).

Norway (Page 30)

Item ex 20.01) should be changed to ex 20.01)
20.06) should be changed to ex 20.01)
20.06)

Insert in the fifth line, after "ginger;": "canned mixed fruit, including fruit cocktail; canned sour cherries;".

./.
Sweden (Pages 32-33)

Item ex 03.01: change the product description to "Cod and Baltic herring, fresh, chilled or frozen ...".

Item ex 03.02: change the product description to "Baltic herring, certain other herrings and spillanga". Change "L(*)" to "L".

Insert the following below the above-mentioned item:

| 04.02 Milk and cream, preserved, concentrated or sweetened | L(*) PA |

Item ex 11.08: change this item to "11.08 Starches".

Item 17.01: change the product description to "Beet and cane sugar, solid".

Item ex 02.01: delete the second entry under this tariff item ("Meat of cattle and sheep, ...").

Item ex 16.02: change the product description to "Pork and poultry meat preserved or prepared, in airtight containers".

United Kingdom (Pages 35-36)

Item ex 57.10: change the product description to "Jute cloth (exceeding 18 ins. in width but excluding common sacking, and hessian up to 45 ins. in width weighing not less than 6½ ozs. and not more than 9 1/4 ozs. per square yard)."

Item ex 57.10 and ex 62.03: change the symbols to "Q**".

Delete footnote 2 and insert the following:

**Applies to all countries other than those of the Eastern-Trading Area, India, Pakistan and the Irish Republic; imports from India, Pakistan and the Irish Republic are not restricted as to quantity.

Items ex 02.06) ex 16.02) change the symbol to "Pr (-ST)".

Item 04.03: The product description should read: "Butter (other than ghee, resolidified butter, dehydrated butter, butter-fat, butter oil and butter with a small quantity of added sugar, concentrated vanilla essence or cocoa)."